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We have been on an autumn walk!  

We walked along Beverly Drive looking 

closely for signs of autumn, like 

changing leaves, leaves on the ground 

and, best of all, conkers!  We all 

collected lots of wonderful treasures 

and brought them back to our classes.  

Now our treasures are in our sand area 

for all of us to explore and enjoy!  

Last week we had a special day to 

celebrate our class mascots’ birthdays  

(Peter and Monty.)  All week we talked 

about birthdays and what happens at 

birthday parties. We made birthday 

cards, paper chains to decorate and 

thought about games people play at 

parties too.  On Friday, Monty and Peter 

turned 5, so we HAD to have a party to 

celebrate!  We played some of the party 

games we had thought of earlier in the 

week and ate the delicious birthday 

biscuits we made the day before.  It was 

a fantastic celebration!  

Both reception classes have 

begun forest school! It has been 

very exciting to walk to the field in 

our wellies and explore the forest 

school area.  We have done 

some natural painting and have 

also built some extremely cool 

dens! 

Our outdoor classroom has 

been seeing lots of action 

lately. We have been 

enjoying the beautiful 

weather, exercising our big 

muscles and practising our 

skills at playing games with 

one another.  Skittles has 

been a fan favourite! 
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We have been looking at features of instructions. 

The Troll has a very bad cook book full of instructions for 

awful recipes. We had great fun following one of the 

Troll’s recipes for Mud Slurp.  

We think we can write much better recipes than the 

troll; come and look at our recipe book when we have 

finished. 

In science, we have been 

learning about seasonal 

changes. We have 

written and presented 

weather reports to an 

audience and used our 

observation skills to draw 

accurate sketches of 

autumn leaves.  

We have explored traditional 

tales and their modern 

equivalents in a variety of ways. 

We used freeze-frames to re-tell 

the story of the Three Billy Goats 

Gruff and used objects in story 

sacks as props when presenting 

the story of Jack and the 

Beanstalk. When we read “The 

Troll” by Julia Donaldson, we 

used a thought tunnel to 

empathise with the characters 

and really explore their feelings 

closely. 
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As part of their history topic on Ancient Egypt, children in years 3 

and 4 have been looking at different sources of evidence from the 

past. 

In 1922, Howard Carter, a British archaeologist and Egyptologist 

became world-famous after discovering the intact tomb of 

Pharaoh, Tutankhamun. There are no historical records explaining 

the cause or circumstances of Tutankhamen's death, however, 

there are many theories. During an x-ray of the mummy in 1968, 

scientists found bone fragments in Tut's skull, prompting a theory 

that the boy king had been killed. A more recent theory is that 

King Tutankhamun died from a break in the bone just above his 

left knee, which got infected. 

The year 3 / 4 children looked at all sorts of evidence and held a 

debate, which at times became quite intense. 

The winning view was that he died of an illness caused by an 

infection to his leg which was wounded when he fell off his chariot. 

We definitely have some 

detectives in the making! 

In years 3/4, our science topic this half term is 

‘Animals including Humans.’ We have made human 

and animal skeletons and we were lucky to have 

Georgy, a (vertebrate) zoologist and evolutionary/ 

developmental biologist to come and talk to us.  

This is a skeleton of one of 

the animals he showed us. 

What do you think it is? 

During his presentation we saw 

lots of real endoskeletons and 

exoskeletons and learnt that we 

are tetrapods, who are related to 

animals that were on Earth 

370,000,000 years ago. 
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Year 5/6 used a variety of sources of information to find out about 

the Coventry Blitz and applied their excellent literacy and artistic 

skills to create a scrapbook-style piece of ‘Big Art’. They worked 

collaboratively, each contributing facts, poems, diaries, letters or 

newspaper extracts to describe the reasons for the Blitz and the 

devastating consequences that it had on Coventry. 

Year 5/6 had an amazing trip to the Warwickshire and Gloucester 

steam railway, taking part in an ‘Evacuee Experience’ for their 

WW2 topic. Enthusiasm was running at full steam, as we chugged 

along in groups to learn about what life was like for young 

evacuees, how to spot a German spy (look for sunglasses and a 

trench coat), what to do in an air raid, how to put out an 

incendiary bomb with a pump-hose and how rationing worked 

and affected daily life. We also sang to some fantastic songs from 

the 1940s on our train journey, and even had time to get ‘hands 

on’ with some real costumes and objects from the War. 

It's Thriller Time! 

In years 5&6, the children have been travelling back though 

time as part their Clues topic. In PE, they have been learning 

dance styles from different eras from the Jitterbug Stroll to the 

Twist; the Hustle to the Cotton Eyed Joe. They even took on 

Michael Jackson's iconic Thriller during their visit to the 80s -  

it was spook-tastic!  


